Senior Full Stack .NET Developer

ECRA Group Inc. - Schaumburg, Illinois

Job Description

Qualified Candidates send
cover letter and resume to
itjobs@ecragroup.com

We are looking for a motivated, full-time, full stack .NET developer to join our team. You should
be comfortable working in C# .NET Core with strong knowledge in popular JavaScript
frameworks. As a rapidly growing company, your creative ideas and execution of
responsibilities are crucial to our successful trajectory. Our team is composed of scientists
and analytical thinkers; we believe that a scientific approach and objective openness to
problem solving are fundamental.

Technology Skills
C#

Requirements



JavaScript (Vue.js)

DBMS

JSON & XML

Skills and Responsibilities







REST Design Pattern




Visual Studio

BS in CS or related field preferred, minimal a 4-year degree with related experience
Minimum two years’ experience in C#, a DBMS (MSSQL/MySQL/MariaDB), and a JavaScript
framework for front-end development, and working within an agile team




Strong JavaScript experience; Vue, Angular
or React experience with willingness to pick
up Vue (along with Vuetify)
Experience with .NET Core 2.1 and above
Experience in ASP.NET MVC/Web APIs
Solid understanding of software design
patterns
Debugging like a scientist - using hypothesis
testing to find the root of a problem
Following best software development
practices and standards
Assisting in the maintenance of an existing
platform
Building new microservices for a more
modern platform
Experience with Git and solid understanding
of the Gitflow model












Creating data tables and stored procedures
Collaborate in the design and architecture of
new services and products
Ability to write unit-tests; ability to thoroughly
test your code before sending to QA
Writing beautiful, well rounded
documentation that accompanies your code
Able to balance the demands of product
managers and clients while still meeting
deadlines of a sprint; can prioritize and
communicate accordingly
Penchant for identifying bottlenecks and
optimizing performance
Maintain and monitor existing CI/CD Solution
Mentor junior and mid-level engineers
AWS Solutions experience

Git/GitFlow

Role Allocation
Project Management (Jira/Taiga)

AWS/Azure

Stack

Code Base

Front-End

Coding
Architecture
Documentation

Back-End

Daily Charge
Hands On
Collaboration

